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Abstract
This paper develops a new Bayesian approach to estimate noncommon structural
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being hit with delays. Break-specific pervasion and diffusion parameters are learned
from the cross-section and indicate which breaks drive noncommonality. Break per-
vasiveness gives rise to cross-sectional heterogeneity since only those series hit by a
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a range of popular benchmark models that are both statistically significant and eco-
nomically meaningful.
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1. Introduction

Many macroeconomic and financial time series are subject to structural breaks (Stock
and Watson 1996; Pástor and Stambaugh 2001; Chib and Kang 2012; Rossi 2013).
Breaks are a useful tool to glean a range of economic insights such as the propagation
of macroeconomic shocks across countries or regions in the economy (Hamilton and
Owyang 2012); lead-lag predictability that arises from market frictions typically cap-
tured through a news diffusion model (Hong et al. 2007; Rapach et al. 2013); the speed
of technological advances through the economy (Kapur 1995); and capturing short
periods or ‘pockets’ of return predictability that are interspersed with long periods
of little or no predictability (Farmer et al. 2018).

Existing methods for detecting breaks in panels typically assume breaks are com-
mon, that is, breaks hit every series in the cross-section at the same time (Bai 2010;
Baltagi et al. 2016; Smith and Timmermann 2017b; Smith et al. 2017).1 This restric-
tive assumption may not reveal the true underlying break dynamics thereby limiting
the economic value of the common break methodology. Applying a time series break
method separately to each series has low power and typically overlooks all but the
largest breaks (Smith and Timmermann 2017b).2

Rather than specifying breaks as a single break date that is common to all se-
ries, one can specify a break window that spans multiple periods. Within the break
window, any subset of series may be hit at any time. The dynamics of each break
window are independent. As an illustrative example, one might ask whether the oil
price shock of the mid-1970s represented a break and if so which countries were hit
and when? The methodology developed in this article can answer the question by
(i) detecting a break window around the mid-1970s if the oil price shock represents
a break and (ii) estimating the break dynamics within the window to reveal which
countries were hit and when.

This paper develops a new Bayesian approach to estimate an endogenously deter-
mined number of noncommon breaks at unknown times in a panel regression model.

1A subset of studies on breaks in panel models or multivariate time series include Bai et al.
(1998), De Wachter and Tzavalis (2005), Qu and Perron (2007), Bai and Carrion-I-Silvestre (2009),
Kim (2011), Oka and Qu (2011), De Wachter and Tzavalis (2012), Horváth and Hušková (2012),
Groen et al. (2013), Kim (2014), Qian and Su (2016), and Baltagi et al. (2017).

2A handful of frequentist time series approaches to detect breaks include Andrews (1993), Bai
and Perron (1998), Bai and Perron (2003), and Elliott and Müller (2006) while Bayesian approaches
include Chib (1998), Wang and Zivot (2000), Pesaran et al. (2006), Koop and Potter (2007), Geweke
and Jiang (2011), Giordani and Kohn (2012), and Peluso et al. (2016).
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Each break can hit any subset of series at different times within a break window. This
allows cross-sectional hetereogeneity in (i) which series are hit, (ii) the times they are
hit and (iii) the uncertainty surrounding both. A Bayesian common break approach
fails to capture the cross-sectional heterogeneity in all three, while a frequentist non-
common break approach would not capture the uncertainty.

While noncommon breaks offer the opportunity to better fit the data, it comes at
the expense of increased model complexity. Common breaks are nested within our
framework if each break hits every series simultaneously. If our method estimates
breaks to be noncommon, it is important to formally test whether the data truly
justify noncommon relative to common breaks while accounting for increased model
complexity.3

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to endogenously estimate
and formally test for noncommon breaks in panel models. Using the approach of
Chib (1995) we compute the marginal likelihoods for the noncommon and common
breaks models and the corresponding Bayes Factor. This Bayes Factor evaluates the
strength of evidence in favour of noncommon breaks while integrating over all model
parameters and inherently penalising overparameterisation.

Methods for testing whether structural breaks in time series occur smoothly or
abruptly are typically used to approximate the nature of shifts in the aggregate (El-
liott and Müller 2006; Koop and Potter 2010; Chen and Hong 2012). Such methods,
however, are silent on what is driving the occurrence and nature of breaks. Our
method reveals which series in the disaggregate panel are hit and at what times.
Understanding the underlying dynamics of such breaks is critical to companies and
policy-makers. For instance, companies such as Amazon that wish to forecast the
future sales performance of various product lines must continuously monitor which
product lines are likely to be affected by breaks. Likewise, the Federal Reserve must
adjust interest rates in a timely manner to meet its inflation targets. Since the target
is the U.S. aggregate, which is a weighted average of inflation in the various U.S.
industries, policy-makers must continuously evaluate which, if any, industries have
experienced breaks such that their forecasting models can be updated accordingly.

We further test whether any noncommonality is driven primarily by diffusion or
a lack of pervasion. We estimate and compute marginal likelihoods for two versions

3There exists a long history of testing for both the existence and the nature of structural breaks,
particularly in time series models (Andrews 1993; Andrews and Ploberger 1994; Bai and Perron
1998; Andrews 2003; Elliott and Müller 2006; Chen and Hong 2012).
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of the model that either restrict breaks to (i) diffuse through the entire cross-section
with different delays or (ii) hit a subset of series at the same time.

In addition, break-specific diffusion and pervasion parameters are learned from
the cross-section. We can thus glean which breaks are driving any noncommonality
and whether it is driven primarily by nonpervasion or diffusion. These parameters
provide the model with the desirable property that series inform one another regarding
pervasion and diffusion. For instance, if 90% of series have been observed to be hit by
a break the probability of the remaining 10% of series being hit increases. Similarly, if
the majority of series observed thus far have been hit with long delays the probability
of the remaining series being hit with long delays is higher.

To illustrate the importance of allowing for noncommon breaks observe the plots
in Figure 1. The top left window displays the countries hit by the break around the oil
price shock of the mid-1970s. The breaks are estimated from a pooled panel regression
of excess stock returns for 17 countries on an intercept and lagged country-level
dividend yields.4 While the common break model imposes that every country is hit
(blue crosses), the noncommon breaks model (red triangles) reveals that Hong Kong,
Malaysia and Singapore are not. Identifying that the oil price shock did not hit these
three countries and that they experienced a longer initial period of parameter stability
would have been valuable information for investors. Specifically, the common breaks
model (blue line in bottom window) assumes that all countries became considerably
less predictable following the oil price shock with their slope coefficient falling from
approximately 4 to 0.5. The noncommon breaks model, however, tells a similar story
for the 14 countries hit by the break (red line) but also reveals that Hong Kong,
Malaysia and Singapore (black line) remain equally predictable after the oil price
shock.

A key innovation relative to existing studies is the ability to not only detect which
series are hit by each break and at what time, but also the uncertainty surrounding
both. Incorporating the cross-sectional heterogeneity of the uncertainty through both
the pervasion and diffusion channels into the parameter estimates may be critical to
avoid inference being compromised.

With such flexible break dynamics the combinatorial possibilities render infeasible
an exhaustive search typically implemented by frequentist approaches such as Bai
and Perron (1998).5 A Bayesian approach is desirable whereby estimation employs

4A more detailed description of the data is provided in Section 6.
5Allowing any subset to be hit at the same date would involve 2N possibilities which becomes
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a stochastic search algorithm that does not require an exhaustive search, but more
frequently visits regions of the posterior parameter space with high density.

The model is estimated using the reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo al-
gorithm developed by Green (1995) (see also Carlin and Chib (1995)). Estimation
consists of four steps. The first step samples the parameters from their full condi-
tionals using the Gibbs sampler. The second step estimates the timing of each break
window in turn using a random-walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The third step
estimates within each break window which series are hit and when. The fourth step
estimates the number of breaks by attempting with equal probability to either intro-
duce a new break window at a randomly chosen location with break dynamics sampled
in the manner described in step three or remove a randomly selected existing break
window.

A simulation study in which the underlying data generating process is known
is conducted to illustrate the usefulness of the method to estimate and evaluate the
evidence in favour of noncommon breaks. The method is able to detect breaks in both
level and variance that range from common breaks to breaks that hit only a subset
of series at different times. Crucially, it correctly identifies which subset of series
are hit by breaks that are not fully pervasive. The heterogeneous common break
model overlooks the break altogether which biases the parameter estimates of those
series hit by the break in the two regimes it separates. The pooled common break
model detects the nonpervasive break but incorrectly forces all series to shift thereby
biasing the parameter estimates of all series in the subsequent regime. The more (less)
pervasive the break, the more bias is induced by the heterogeneous (pooled) common
break model. The noncommon breaks model correctly identifies which series are hit
thereby estimating unbiased parameters and allocating them to the appropriate series.

The practical value of the framework is illustrated in an empirical application to
the out-of-sample predictability of excess stock returns of 17 countries over the period
1973-2017 using their corresponding dividend yields. The noncommon breaks model
detects four breaks over the 45-year sample that correspond to key economic events
and reveals which countries are hit and when. The U.S. is always hit first while the
remaining countries are typically hit with a one or two month lag supporting the
findings of Rapach et al. (2013) that shocks either originate in or first hit the U.S.
and are subsequently propagated to other countries giving rise to a leading role for

infeasible even for moderate cross-sectional dimensions N . Allowing series to be hit at different
times exacerbates the problem even further.
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the U.S. in international stock return predictability.
We compare the out-of-sample predictive accuracy of stock return forecasts from

our model to five benchmarks that include the country-level prevailing mean, a time
series linear predictive regression applied independently to each country, a pooled
constant panel model, and two panel common break models with either pooled or unit-
specific parameters. Our model produces more accurate forecasts for the majority of
countries that are consistent across the out-of-sample period, statistically significant
and economically meaningful for risk averse mean-variance investors who at each time
period allocate their wealth between risk-free and risky assets.

The remainder of the paper is set out as follows. Section 2 presents the model and
details the prior specifications. Section 3 explains estimation of the model. Section
4 presents the formal test of noncommon breaks. Section 5 presents the simulation
study. Section 6 presents an empirical application to international excess stock re-
turn predictability. Section 7 presents robustness checks and extensions. Section 8
concludes.

2. Methodology

Before providing the specific details of the methodology, we briefly discuss the bene-
fits of estimating break dynamics within break windows relative to an unconstrained
search. From an economic perspective, structural breaks, which typically correspond
to major economic events such as the oil price shocks of the 1970s or the global finan-
cial crisis, are likely to diffuse through the economy within relatively short periods.
From a statistical perspective, searching for break dynamics within break windows is
considerably less prohibitive than a completely unconstrained search over all possible
break combinations.

In order for the model to be identified, each break window must have at least one
series being hit at the first and final time points of the window. If we estimate a
series to be hit beyond the end of the break window, the break window is extended
(up to an upper bound that is pre-specified by the user). Likewise, if we estimate that
the final period of the window contains no series hit, we shorten the window until
the final time point of the window contains a series that is hit. Any estimate that
involves the first time point of the window containing no series being hit is rejected,
but the location of the window can be moved in either direction.

We consider a panel regression model with i = 1, . . . , N series and t = 1, . . . , T
time periods that is subject to an endogenously estimated number of break windows
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K that separate K + 1 regimes. Parameters are pooled within regimes. Within the
kth break window, let 1ik denote an indicator function which equals one if the ith
series is hit by the kth break and zero otherwise. Further let 1k = (11k, . . . ,1Nk) and
1 = (11, . . . ,1K). The kth break hits Nk =

N∑
i=1

1ik series, in which 1 ≤ Nk ≤ N .6

Since some series may not be hit by every break, the unit-specific number of breaks,
Ki, may vary among series, subject to the restriction 0 ≤ Ki ≤ K.

For those series i ∈ Nk hit by the kth break we endogenously estimate the delay
with which they are hit. Let ∆ik denote the delay with which the ith series is hit
by the kth break, ∆k = (∆1k, . . . ,∆Nk) and ∆ = (∆1, . . . ,∆K). We therefore have
a break window for the kth break which spans the time from the onset of the break
through the time at which the final series is hit. Let ∆kmax = max(∆1k, . . . ,∆Nk)
denote the length of the kth break window subject to the restriction ∆kmax ≤ ∆max

in which ∆max is an upper bound on the break window that is pre-specified by the
user. The common break model assumes ∆max = 0 such that every series is hit at
the same time while at the other extreme ∆max = T essentially applies a time series
break model (allowing at most one break) separately to each series.

Let τ = (τ1, . . . , τ2K) denote a breakpoint vector characterising the break windows
where τ2k−1 denotes the time point that immediately precedes the start of the kth
break window and τ2k = τ2k−1 + ∆kmax the final time point of the kth break window.
The duration of the kth regime is denoted lk. Since some series may not be hit
by any breaks let NK≥0 denote the total number of series that experience at least
one break. For i ∈ NK≥0 we have a breakpoint vector τi = (τ1i

, . . . , τKi
) and let

τ = (τ1, . . . , τNK≥0).7 The duration of the kith regime is denoted lki
.

The framework nests (i) the common break pooled panel approach in which every
series is hit by a break at the same time (Bai 2010; Baltagi et al. 2016; Smith and
Timmermann 2017b), (ii) with a sufficiently diffuse prior on the regime durations, a
panel time-varying parameter model in which a (typically small) break occurs every
period, (iii) a constant pooled parameter panel model, and (iv) partial break models
in which any subset of series are hit by any given break.

6We assume N0 = N .
7For convenience we assume throughout that τ0 = 0 and τ2K+1 = T , and, for all i, τ0i

= 0 and
τKi+1 = T .
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2.1. Modeling cross-sectional dependencies

The majority of panel data sets used in macroeconomics and finance are likely to
have cross-sectional dependencies. Ignoring such dependencies can compromise in-
ference (Andrews 2005) and eliminate much of the increased break detection power
derived from the cross-section (Kim 2011; Baltagi et al. 2016). A popular method
for accounting for cross-sectional dependencies is the common factor approach - see,
for example, Pesaran (2006) and Bai (2009) - which includes one or more common
factors to absorb the dependencies and is particularly straightforward if the factor is
observed.

Our framework includes observed common factors to account for cross-sectional
dependencies and assumes errors are cross-sectionally independent thereafter. In Sec-
tion 6, we conduct the formal cross-sectional (CD) test of Pesaran (2004) to evaluate
the success of including two observed common factors to remove any cross-sectional
dependencies in the empirical application.

Nonetheless the focus of this article is the development of a new methodology that
generates more accurate forecasts than a range of popular methods when forecasting
in the presence of structural breaks. Since we are not performing inference on the pa-
rameter estimates any cross-sectional dependence that remains is likely to be of little
concern. The ultimate test of our model is whether it generates significantly more
accurate international stock return forecasts compared with a range of benchmark
models that include the consistently estimated linear predictive regression.

2.2. Model with pooled breaks and parameters

Let y denote a (N×T ) matrix of observations on the dependent variable and X denote
a (N×T×κ) three-dimensional array of observations on the κ regressors. For regimes
k = 1, . . . , K+1 the panel regression with pooled parameters and noncommon breaks
takes the form

yit = X ′itβk + εit, i = 1, . . . , Nk−1, t = τki−1 + 1, . . . , τki
(1)
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in which we assume Gaussian errors εit ∼ N(0, σ2
k).8 Let βk = (β1,k, . . . , βκ,k), β =

(β1, . . . , βK+1) and σ2 = (σ2
1, . . . , σ

2
K+1). Given the specification of the regression

model and the assumption of Gaussian error-term variances the likelihood is

p(y |X,β, σ2, τ ) =
K+1∏
k=1

Nk−1∏
i=1

(2πσ2
k)−lki

/2exp

−1
2

K+1∑
k=1

Nk−1∑
i=1

τki∑
t=τki−1+1

(yit −X ′itβk)2

σ2
k

 .
(2)

2.3. Cross-sectional heterogeneity from break dynamics

The parameters of panel models are typically specified as either unit-specific, esti-
mates of which will be unbiased but imprecise, or pooled across the entire cross-section
which will increase the precision at the expense of inducing bias. A compromise is to
specify parameters that are pooled within, but differ across, groups (Bonhomme and
Manresa 2015). We infer cross-sectional heterogeneity from break pervasiveness.

Our framework pools parameters within regimes to increase the precision of the
estimate but allows cross-sectional heterogeneity because some series may not be hit
by breaks and thus series may be in different regimes at a given time. Specifically,
the cross-sectional heterogeneity is inferred directly from the break dynamics: those
series hit by a break enter the new regime while the remaining series stay in the
current regime. The Figure embedded in the text illustrates this point. The x-axis
denotes time and the y-axis denotes the N series. In regime one all series belong to
regime one (shaded in green). At time t = τ1 a break hits only the subset of series
that correspond to the vertical solid white line and they enter the new regime (shaded
in blue). The remaining series not hit correspond to the vertical red dashed line and
stay in regime one. We now have some series in regime one and some in regime two
thereby introducing cross-sectional heterogeneity. At time t = τ2 another break hits
another subset of series which subsequently enter regime three (yellow). The series
not hit remain in their current regimes. By the end of the sample we have experienced
three nonpervasive breaks and have four different regimes with some series in each.

Furthermore, the parameters of those series not hit by a break remain constant
thereafter and are estimated using the appropriate pre- and post-break data thereby
increasing the precision of the estimate. For instance, after the third break the pa-

8Allowing the first of the κ regressors to be a unit vector results in the first element of βk being
an estimate of the pooled intercept in the kth regime. Observed common factors and their loadings
are suppressed here for ease of exposition.
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rameters of regime one are estimated using the entire area shaded green in the Figure.
There are four groups in total whereby the slope coefficient β1 is pooled across

the green area, β2 across the blue area, β3 the yellow, and β4 the orange. The same
grouping and pooling structure applies to all regression coefficients. This gives rise
to four different possible paths of regression coefficients for each of the N series to
follow. The bottom panel of the embedded Figure illustrates the evolution of the slope
coefficient for the four groups. The green horizontal solid line graphs the evolution
of all series within group one. These series are not hit by any of the breaks and
thus have a constant slope coefficient β1. The blue line illustrates that series within
group two have a slope coefficient equal to β1 until time t = τ1 after which they shift
upwards to β2 and remain constant hereafter. The series in groups three and four are
graphed by the yellow and orange lines.

k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4

G1 = 1 G2 = 2 G3 = 3 G4 = 4τ1 τ2 τ31

N

T

1 2 3

4
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k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4

G1 = 1 G2 = 2 G3 = 3 G4 = 4

g4 = 1

g4 = 2

g4 = 3

g4 = G4 = 4

τ1 τ2 τ31 T

β4

β3

β2

β1

2.4. Prior distributions

Bayesian methodology combines information in the data captured through the likeli-
hood function with prior information. The prior distributions are now specified.

2.4.1. Prior on regime durations

We follow Koop and Potter (2007) and Smith and Timmermann (2017b) by assuming
regime durations have a Poisson distribution

p(lk | λk) = λlkk
lk!
exp−λk , k = 1, . . . , K + 1 (3)

in which the hyperparameter λk, which denotes the expected duration of the kth
regime, has a conjugate Gamma prior distribution

p(λk) = dc

Γ(c)λ
c−1
k exp−λkd, k = 1 . . . , K + 1. (4)

Smith and Timmermann (2017b) show that λ can be marginalized obtaining

p(l) =
K+1∏
k=1

1
lk!

Γ(c+ lk)
(d+ 1)c+lk

dc

Γ(c) . (5)
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2.4.2. Prior on pervasiveness of breaks

The pervasiveness of the kth break is captured by the parameter pk. The higher the
value of pk, which is subject to the condition 0 ≤ pk ≤ 1, the more pervasive the kth
break.

For series i = 1, . . . , N and breaks 1, . . . , K, we specify a Bernoulli prior distribu-
tion on the indicator 1ik such that p(1ik | pk) = pk if 1ik = 1 and 1 − pk if 1ik = 0.
If we have observed a large number of series hit by the kth break we revise upwards
our estimate of pk which in turn implies that any yet unobserved series have an in-
creased probability of being hit. The converse also holds. The probability of each
series being hit by the kth break is characterised by pk which has a conjugate Beta
prior distribution

p(pk) = pg−1
k (1− pk)h−1 Γ(g + h)

Γ(g)Γ(h) , k = 1, . . . , K. (6)

Multiplying and dividing by Γ(g+h+N)
Γ(g+Nk)Γ(h+N−Nk) and collecting and rearranging terms

we can marginalize p

p(1) =
K∏
k=1

∫ (
N∏
i=1

p(1ik | pk)
)
p(pk)dpk =

K∏
k=1

Γ(g + h)
Γ(g)Γ(h)

Γ(g +Nk)Γ(h+N −Nk)
Γ(g + h+N) .

(7)

2.4.3. Prior on diffuseness of breaks

Our framework allows series to be hit by breaks with different delays. Diffusion
dynamics are break-specific and thus one break may diffuse faster through the cross-
section than another. We specify one prior over the regime durations and another
over the break intervals to enable the value of the parameter δk to be learned from
the cross-section. The more series hit by the kth break with longer delays the more
we revise upwards our estimate of δk which, in turn, increases the probability of any
yet unobserved series being hit with longer delays.

For each series hit by the kth break we specify a Poisson prior on its break delay

p(∆ik | δk,1ik) = δ∆ik
k

∆ik!
exp(−δk), k = 1, . . . , K, i = 1, . . . , Nk (8)

in which the hyperparameter δk, which denotes the average expected lag with which
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the Nk series are hit by the kth break, has a conjugate Gamma prior distribution

p(δk) = f e

Γ(e)δ
e−1
k exp(−fδk) k = 1, . . . , K. (9)

For the kth break let ∆Nk
=

Nk∑
i=1

∆ik. Multiplying and dividing by (f+Nk)e+∆Nk

Γ(e+∆Nk
) and

collecting and rearranging terms we can marginalize δ

p(∆) =
K∏
k=1

Nk∏
i=1

∫
p(∆ik | δk)p(δk)dδk =

K∏
k=1

 Γ(e+ ∆Nk
)

(f +Nk)e+∆Nk

f e

Γ(e)

Nk∏
i=1

( 1
∆ik!

) . (10)

Finally let p(τ ) = p(l)p(1)p(∆).

2.4.4. Priors on regression and variance parameters

To preserve conjugacy, which is critical to the mixing and computational efficiency of
estimation, the error-term variances have an inverse gamma prior distribution

p(σ2
k) = ba

Γ(a)σ
2−(a+1)

k exp

(
− b

σ2
k

)
, k = 1, . . . , K + 1 (11)

and the intercept and slope coefficients have a Gaussian prior distribution conditional
on σ2

k

p(βk | σ2
k) = 2π−κ/2(σ2

k)−κ/2 | Vβ |−1/2 exp

(
− 1

2σ2
k

β′kV
−1
β βk

)
, k = 1, . . . , K + 1

Vβ = σ2
βIκ (12)

in which a and b characterise the a priori expected error-term variance and σ2
b char-

acterises the prior variance of β.

2.5. Posterior distribution

Inference is performed on the posterior distribution which combines prior information
supplied by the user with information in the data transmitted through the likelihood
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function. Letting lNk−1 =
Nk−1∑
i=1

lki
the posterior is

p(β, σ2 | y,X, τ ) =
(
K+1∏
k=1

(2π)−(κ/2+lNk−1/2)(σ2
k)
−(a+1+κ/2+lNk−1/2) ba

Γ(a) | Vβ |
−1/2

)

× exp

K+1∑
k=1
− 1

2σ2
k

2b+ β′kV
−1
β βk +

Nk−1∑
i=1

τki∑
t=τki−1+1

(yit −X ′itβk)
2


(13)

Specifying conjugate priors on the regression coefficients enables them to be marginal-
ized enhancing the computational efficiency of the method which is crucial when im-
plementing the algorithm on large panels. Appendix A details how β and σ2 can be
marginalized from the posterior in equation (13) to obtain

p(y |X, τ ) = 2π−TN/2
K+1∏
k=1

ba

Γ(a)
Γ(ãk)
b̃ãk
k

| Σk |1/2

| Vβ |1/2
(14)

in which, for regimes k = 1, . . . K + 1

Σ−1
k = V −1

β +
Nk−1∑
i=1

τki∑
t=τki−1+1

XitX
′
it

µk = Σk ×
Nk−1∑
i=1

τki∑
t=τki−1+1

Xityit

ãk = a+
lNk−1

2

b̃k = 1
2

2b− µ′kΣ−1
k µk +

Nk−1∑
i=1

τki∑
t=τki−1+1

y2
it

 .
(15)

3. Estimating the Model

Estimating the model using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods consists of four
stages. First, the regime-specific parameters are sampled from their full conditional
distributions using the Gibbs step. Second, the timing of each break window is esti-
mated by perturbing it using a random-walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Third,
the break dynamics within each window are estimated. Fourth, to estimate the num-
ber of breaks we allow for a new break window to be introduced (birth move) or an
existing one to be removed (death move). This estimation step jointly estimates the
number, timing and dynamics of breaks.
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3.1. Estimating the parameters

In turn, we draw each of the parameters from their full conditional distributions. For
regimes k = 1, . . . , K + 1 we sample

p(λk | · · ·) ∼ Gamma(c+ lk, d+ 1)

p(σ2
k | · · ·) ∼ IG

(
ãk, b̃k

)
p(βk | · · ·) ∼ N

(
µk,Σkσ

2
k

)
(16)

in which the hyperparameters are computed using equation (15). For the k = 1, . . . , K
break windows we sample

p(δk | · · ·) ∼ Gamma (e+ ∆Nk
, f +Nk)

p(pk | · · ·) ∼ Beta (g +Nk, h+N −Nk) .

(17)

3.2. Estimating the location of break windows

To estimate the location of break windows we perturb the location of the kth break
window to obtain a proposed window location. Specifically, the timing of the kth
break window is perturbed by u which is sampled from the discrete uniform interval
u ∼ U [−s, s] such that τ2k∗−1 = τ2k−1 + u and τ2k∗ = τ2k + u, and, for all i hit by the
kth break, τk∗

i
= τki

+ u while the dynamics of the break window remain unchanged.
If u = 0 the move is immediately rejected. The length of regimes k and k + 1 are
computed as lk∗ = lk + u and lk∗+1 = lk+1 − u, and, for all i, lk∗

i
= lki

+ u and
lk∗

i +1 = lki+1 − u. Using these proposals we construct l∗, τ ∗ and, for all i, l∗i and τ ∗i .
Let lmin denote a minimum regime duration pre-specified by the user.9 If lk∗ or lk∗+1

is less than lmin the proposal is rejected. Otherwise, we compute Σ−1
k∗ , µk∗ , ãk∗ , and

b̃k∗ from equation (15) for the k = 1, . . . , K+ 1 regimes. We accept the proposal with
probability min(1, α)

α =
(
K+1∏
k=1

b̃ãk
k

b̃ãk∗
k∗

Γ(ãk∗)
Γ(ãk)

| Σk∗ |1/2

| Σk |1/2
lk!
lk∗ !

Γ(c+ lk∗)
Γ(c+ lk)

)
(18)

9In the simulation study and empirical application that follow lmin = 1.
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in which terms cancel because of constants and, for all i,
K+1∑
k=1

lki
=

K+1∑
k=1

lk∗
i
. If the

proposal is accepted, we substitute all proposal for their current values. Otherwise
the proposal is discarded and the algorithm continues to the next step.

3.3. Estimating the break window dynamics

For each series i = 1, . . . , N in turn, we sample whether the ith series is hit by the
k∗th break from a Bernoulli distribution with equal probability, 1ik∗ ∼ Bern(0.5)
and construct 1k∗ . If the ith series is hit (1k∗=1), we sample the delay with which
it is hit uniformly from the discrete interval ∆ik∗ ∼ U [0,∆max]. We compute K∗i . If
1k∗ = 1k and ∆ik∗ = ∆ik, the move is rejected. If the sampled value of ∆ik∗ violates
the assumption that at least one series is hit immediately by the break we set τ2k∗−1

equal to the date at which a series is first hit by the k∗th break and thus re-compute
∆k∗ , ∆k∗

max
and lk∗ accordingly. Likewise if the ith series is sampled to be hit by the

k∗th break beyond the end of the current break interval τk∗
i−1 > τ2k we extend the

break window by setting τ2k∗ equal to this value. We subsequently compute ∆k∗
max

and lk∗+1.
If ∆k∗

max
> ∆kmax the length of the k∗th break window has increased and the

subsequent regime duration lk∗+1 has shortened, but if ∆k∗
max

< ∆kmax the length of
the k∗th break window has decreased and the subsequent regime duration lk∗+1 has
extended. This is crucial in allowing the length of each break window to vary (within
the upper bound prespecified by the user).

We construct l∗, τ ∗, l∗i , τ ∗i , Nk∗ , ∆Nk∗ , Σ∗−1 , µ∗, ã∗, and b̃∗. The proposal is
accepted with probability min(1, α) whereby

α =
K+1∏
k=1

Γ(ã∗k)
Γ(ãk)

b̃ãk
k

b̃∗
ã∗

k

k

| Σ∗k |1/2
| Σk |1/2

( N∏
i=1

∆ik!
∆ik∗ !

)
(d+ 1)lk
(d+ 1)lk∗

lk!
lk∗ !

Γ(c+ lk∗)
Γ(c+ lk)

(d+ 1)lk+1

(d+ 1)lk∗+1

× lk+1!
lk∗+1!

Γ(c+ lk∗+1)
Γ(c+ lk+1)

Γ(e+ ∆Nk∗ )
Γ(e+ ∆Nk

)
(f +Nk)e+∆Nk

(f +Nk∗)e+∆Nk∗

Γ(g +Nk∗)Γ(h+N −Nk∗)
Γ(g +Nk)Γ(h+N −Nk)

. (19)

If the proposal is rejected we discard it, otherwise we substitute all proposals for their
original values.

3.4. Estimating the number of break windows

Our framework estimates the number of break windows endogenously. On each sweep
of the Markov chain Monte Carlo run with equal probability the algorithm attempts
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to either introduce a new break window at a randomly chosen location (birth move)
or remove a randomly chosen existing break window (death move).

3.4.1. Birth move

A birth move is entered with probability bK = 0.5 and attempts to add a break
window k∗ thereby increasing K to K∗ = K+ 1.10 For series i = 1, . . . , N we propose
with equal probability a value of one or zero indicating which of the N series are hit by
the k∗th break, i.e. 1ik∗ ∼ Bern(0.5). For those series hit by the break, we sample the
delay with which they are hit uniformly from the discrete interval ∆ik∗ ∼ U [0,∆max].
We compute Nk∗ and ∆Nk∗ . If no series is hit by the break without delay the move
is rejected. Otherwise we compute ∆k∗

max
, uniformly sample from the discrete time

series the final time point before the proposed break interval begins τ2k∗−1 ∼ U [1, T ],
and compute τ2k∗ = τ2k∗−1 + ∆k∗

max
.

We are proposing to split the current regime k into two new shorter regimes k∗ and
k∗ + 1 separated by the k∗th break interval of length ∆k∗

max
. The k∗th break interval

consists of the observations τ2k∗−1 +1, . . . , τ2k∗ . Let lk∗ = τ2k∗−1−τ2(k∗−1) since regime
k∗ contains the observations τ2(k∗−1) + 1, . . . , τ2k∗−1 and lk∗+1 = τ2(k∗+1)−1− τ2k∗ since
regime k∗ + 1 contains the observations τ2k∗ + 1, . . . , τ2(k∗+1)−1. The move is rejected
if the proposed break interval overlaps with an existing break interval (τ2k∗−1 ≤
τk−1 + lmin or τ2k∗ ≥ τk − lmin) or if either proposed regime duration is shorter than
the prespecified minimum (lk∗ or lk∗+1 < lmin).

We further compute τ ∗ and l∗, and Σ∗−1 , µ∗, ã∗, and b̃∗ from equation (15) and,
for all i, we construct l∗i and τ ∗i . The move is accepted with probability min(1, α)

α = ba

Γ(a) | Vβ |1/2

K∗+1∏
k=1

Γ(ã∗k) | Σ∗k |1/2

b̃∗
ã∗

k

k

(K+1∏
k=1

b̃ãk
k

Γ(ãk) | Σk |1/2

)

× 2NT (∆max + 1)Nk∗ lk!
(K + 1)lk∗ ! lk∗+1!

Γ(e+ ∆Nk∗ )
(f +Nk∗)e+∆Nk∗

f e

Γ(e)

×

Nk∗∏
i=1

1
∆ik∗ !

 Γ(g + h)Γ(g +Nk∗)Γ(h+N −Nk∗)
Γ(g)Γ(h)Γ(g + h+N)

dc

Γ(c)
Γ(c+ lk∗)Γ(c+ lk∗+1)

Γ(c+ lk)(d+ 1)(c−∆k∗
max

) .

(20)

The term T corresponds to the uniform sampling of τ2k∗−1 from the discrete time
series interval, 2N corresponds to sampling with equal probability a value of zero or

10Unless we currently have a new regime occurring in each period in which case bT−1 = 0.
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one indicating the subset of series that are hit by the proposed break from a Bernoulli
distribution and (∆max+1)Nk∗ corresponds to the uniform sampling of ∆ik∗ for i ∈ Nk∗

from the discrete interval [0,∆max].
The acceptance probability must be computed to ensure detailed balance is main-

tained across the entire parameter space including the number of breaks. We must
therefore include in this acceptance probability, density terms that correspond to a
hypothetical death move that would return the algorithm from the position proposed
by the birth move to the current position. Therefore (K + 1)−1 corresponds to sam-
pling with equal probability one of the K+1 breaks to remove. If the move is accepted
we substitute all proposals for their original values.

3.4.2. Death move

With probability dk = 1 − bk = 0.5 a death move is entered which will attempt
to remove the kth break window, which is sampled with equal probability from the
existing set of K break windows, and therefore reduce K to K∗ = K − 1.11 This
proposal entails removing τ2k−1 and τ2k. We currently have two regimes k and k + 1
separated by the break interval and are proposing to merge these into one longer
regime denoted k∗. We compute lk∗ = lk+∆kmax + lk+1 since the k∗th regime contains
the observations τ2k−2 +1, . . . , τ2k+1. We further compute l∗, τ ∗, Σ∗−1 , µ∗, ã∗, b̃∗, and,
for all i, l∗i and τ ∗i . The move is accepted with probability min(1, α)

α = KΓ(e)Γ(a)
T2N(∆max + 1)Nkf eba

K∗+1∏
k=1

| Σ∗k |1/2 Γ(ã∗k)
b̃∗

ã∗
k

k

(K+1∏
k=1

b̃ãk
k

| Σk |1/2 Γ(ãk)

)
| Vβ |1/2

× Γ(c)
dc

lk! lk+1!
lk∗ !

Γ(c+ lk∗)
Γ(c+ lk)

(d+ 1)(c−∆kmax )

Γ(c+ lk+1)
Γ(g)Γ(h)Γ(g + h+N)

Γ(g + h)Γ(g +Nk)Γ(h+N −Nk)

× (f +Nk)e+∆Nk

Γ(e+ ∆Nk
)

Nk∏
i=1

∆ik!
 . (21)

The term K corresponds to sampling with equal probability one of the K break
windows to remove. The term T−1 corresponds to the uniform sampling of τ2k−1

from the entire time series if we were hypothetically at K− 1 breaks and proposing a
birth move to return to our current position of K breaks. The 2−N term corresponds
to sampling with equal probability from a Bernoulli distribution a value of one or
zero indicating which of the N series are hit by the break and the (∆max+1)−Nk term

11Unless we currently have no breaks in which case d0 = 0.
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corresponds to sampling with equal probability from the break interval the lag with
which each of the Nk series would be hit in the hypothetical proposed birth move. If
the move is accepted we substitute all proposals for their original values and drop 1k,
Nk, ∆Nk

, δk, and pk.

4. Hypothesis testing

This section presents the formal test of noncommon breaks. The framework developed
in this article allows for noncommon breaks and is more complex than the nested
common breaks model. It is therefore important to evaluate whether any improvement
in fit from allowing for noncommon breaks is sufficient to warrant the increased model
complexity. A Bayesian model evaluation is natural since it (i) integrates over all
parameters and (ii) inherently penalises model complexity. Bayes Factors or marginal
likelihoods are the preferred method for comparing models in a Bayesian framework
(Kass and Raftery 1995). Bayes Factors, which determine the strength of evidence in
favour of noncommon breaks, are constructed from the computed marginal likelihoods
for the noncommon and common breaks models.

4.1. Hypothesis testing

We explain how to evaluate the strength of evidence in favour of (i) noncommon
breaks and (ii) whether noncommonality is driven by nonpervasion or diffusion.

4.1.1. Hypothesis test for noncommon breaks

Chib (1995) shows that the marginal likelihood for model r can be computed as

p(y |Mr) = p(y | θ∗,Mr)p(θ∗ | y)
p(θ∗ | y,Mr)

(22)

in which θ∗ denotes the posterior means of the parameter vector θ = (β, σ2). The
calculation requires that the likelihood, prior and posterior are evaluated at this point.

Marginal likelihoods are computed for the models with noncommon breaks (MNCmn)
and common breaks (MCmn). Evidence is provided in favour of noncommon breaks
through the Bayes Factor

BFCmn = p(y |MNCmn)
p(y |MCmn) . (23)
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Kass and Raftery (1995) report that Bayes Factors between 1 and 3 are not worth a
mention, between 3 and 20 indicate positive evidence in favour of noncommonality,
between 20 and 150 indicate strong evidence, and even higher values very strong
evidence.

4.1.2. Hypothesis test for nonpervasiveness of breaks

To evaluate whether any noncommonality is driven through the pervasion channel
we compute the marginal likelihood for the model (Mdiff ) that restricts breaks to be
fully pervasive (p = 1) but allows breaks to diffuse through the cross-section with
different lags. Evidence in favour of the noncommon breaks model relative to this
model will derive from the ability to allow a subset of series to be hit by breaks and
is evaluated through the corresponding Bayes Factor

BFdiff = p(y |MNCmn)
p(y |Mdiff )

(24)

which will increasingly favour the noncommon breaks model the fewer series are hit.
The greater the evidence in favour of the noncommon breaks model, the more of the
noncommonality is driven through the pervasion channel.

4.1.3. Hypothesis test for diffuseness of breaks

We further compute the marginal likelihood for the model (Mper) which allows breaks
to be less than fully pervasive but restricts all series that are hit to be so at the same
date (δ = 0 and ∆max = 0). The strength of evidence in favour of noncommon breaks
relative to this model derives from the ability to allow breaks to be diffuse and is
reflected in the corresponding Bayes Factor

BFper = p(y |MNCmn)
p(y |Mper)

. (25)

The strength of evidence in favour of noncommon breaks increases the more series are
hit with delays. The more the noncommon breaks model outperforms this restricted
model the more of the noncommonality is driven through the diffusion channel.
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4.1.4. Which breaks drive noncommonality?

We can further evaluate (i) which breaks are driving any noncommonality and (ii)
whether any noncommonality of the kth break is primarily driven by diffusion or a lack
of pervasion. Since we have the posterior estimates of pk and δk it is straightforward
to evaluate this since pk = 1 indicates the kth break is fully pervasive and δk = 0
indicates it diffuses immediately through the entire cross-section.

5. Simulation study

To illustrate its ability to estimate noncommon breaks, the methodology developed
here is compared with the common break models that have either pooled or unit-
specific parameters developed by Smith and Timmermann (2017b) and the time series
break model of Chib (1998) which is applied independently to each series in the cross-
section.

5.1. Data generating process

The time series dimension T equals 200 and the cross-section dimension is gradually
increased from N = 10 to N = 50. There are K = 3 breaks beginning at τ1 = 50,
τ2 = 100 and τ3 = 150, respectively. Each break varies in its pervasiveness and
diffuseness. The first break is assumed to be common and thus p1 = 1 and δ1 = 0.
The second hits every series with different lags such that p2 = 1 and δ2 = 3. The
third hits only a subset of series with different lags such that p3 = 0.6 and δ3 = 2.
The ith series is hit by the kth break if 1ik=1 in which 1ik ∼ Bernoulli(pk). If 1ik = 1
the ith series is hit by the kth break at time τ2k−1+∆ik in which ∆ik ∼ Po(δk). This
allows us to construct τ .

For regimes k = 1, . . . , K + 1, the dependent variable is constructed as

yit = β′kXit + εit, i ∈ Nk−1, t = τki−1 + 1, . . . , τki
(26)

in which Xit ∼ N(0, 1). The slope βk takes values of 1, 2.5, 2.5, and 4.75 in the
four respective regimes. The errors εit are Normally distributed with zero mean and
variance equal to 1 in the first two regimes and 2.5 in the final two.
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5.2. Results

All models are estimated using hyperparameter values a=1, b=1, c=100, d=2, e=3,
f=2, g=1, h=1, and σ2

β = 0.5. These values imply that breaks occur on average every
fifty periods, each series has equal prior probability of being hit by breaks and those
series hit will be so with a prior expected length of three periods. The results are
displayed in Table 1.

The time series break method detects just 4 of the 26 breaks that occur across all
series and time periods. The left panel of Figure 2 displays, for the third break, the
true break indicator values (blue circles) for each of the N series. The heterogeneous
panel common break model (green crosses in the top left window) overlooks the third
break, while the pooled common break model detects it but incorrectly assumes that
every series is hit (red triangles).12 Only the noncommon breaks model correctly
identifies the six series that are hit (black crosses in bottom left window).

Table 2 displays the average across the ten series of the root mean squared error
(RMSE) of each break estimate. The noncommon breaks model improves the third
break estimate delivering a RMSE of 0.894 relative to the common break models with
pooled (31.686) and unit-specific parameters (37.202).

The slope estimates from the various models are graphed in the right panel of
Figure 2. The heterogeneous common break model (green dotted line in top right
window) are biased in the third and fourth regimes for those series hit by the third
break. It pools data across both regimes delivering a noisy estimate of 0.5×2.5+0.5×
4.75 = 3.625 which is biased 1.125 upwards in the third regime and 1.125 downwards
in the fourth. The pooled common break model has biased slopes for all series in
the final regime. It delivers a noisy estimate of 0.6 × 4.75 + 0.4 × 2.5 = 3.85 which
is biased 0.65 downwards for those series hit by the third break (red dashed line)
and biased 1.35 upwards for the remaining series (red dashed line in bottom right
window). The slope coefficients from the noncommon breaks model (black dashed
lines) are unbiased for all series.

Table 1 displays that the regression coefficients are estimated accurately by the
noncommon breaks model when N = 10 since their precision increases with the
cross-section dimension and regime duration. Precision of the pervasion parameter p
increases only with the cross-section. The left panel of Figure 3 displays the posterior
distribution of the pervasion parameter p for the three breaks when N = 10. The

12These correspond to posterior modes of the break estimates.
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vertical red lines mark the top and bottom 2.5% of the distribution. The estimates
are close to the true values of 1, 1 and 0.6 thus correctly identifying that the third
break is less pervasive than the first two. Increasing the cross-section to N = 50
results in more precise estimates of p (right panel).

The ability of the noncommon breaks model to capture the underlying data gen-
erating process is vastly improved compared with the common breaks models with
pooled and unit-specific parameters. This is reflected by their respective Bayes Fac-
tors of 224.78 and 310.99. Since these values are above 150 they provide very strong
evidence in favour of the noncommon breaks model relative to the common breaks
models with pooled and heterogeneous coefficients.

6. Empirical Application

The empirical application explores the out-of-sample predictability of international
excess stock returns using their corresponding dividend yields. Specifically, we com-
pare the forecasting performance of our model that allows for noncommon breaks
with a range of benchmark models that include two panel common break models with
pooled and unit-specific parameters, respectively, a constant pooled panel model, a
linear predictive regression applied independently to each country in the cross-section,
and the country-level prevailing mean that acts as a ‘no predictability’ benchmark.
Any improvement in predictive accuracy generated by our model is measured first
in terms of statistical significance and second in terms of the economic utility a risk
averse mean-variance investor would obtain from forecasting with our model relative
to each of the benchmarks.

6.1. Data

The data set consists of N = 17 countries - Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Fin-
land, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Netherlands, Singapore,
Spain, Switzerland, U.K., and U.S. - in the cross-section and a worldwide series, the
return on which acts as the first observed common factor. The second is the change
in a global weighted exchange rate index. The latter is a trade-weighted average of a
number of exchange rates against the U.S. dollar and thus proxies for the strength of
the U.S. dollar.

Each monthly series begins in January 1973 and ends in November 2017 giving
a time-series dimension T = 539. All data are from Global Financial Database.
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Stock returns are computed from the closing index prices from ‘Total Return Indices
- Stocks’. Returns are constructed in excess of the corresponding country’s three-
month Treasury-bill rate. The dividend yield for each country in each month is
computed using the average of dividends from month t− 11 through month t.

As a robustness check we also generate forecasts using three popular alterna-
tive predictors: the three-month Treasury-bill rate, the term spread and the price-
earnings ratio. When evaluating the predictive power of the price-earnings ratio,
Austria, Finland, Italy, and Spain are omitted from our analysis due to data avail-
ability constraints. The term spread is measured as the difference between the yield
on a country’s ten-year government bond and the return on its three-month Treasury-
bill rate. For this analysis we omit Hong Kong and Singapore due to lack of data.
The price-earnings ratio and ten-year government bond data are also sourced from
Global Financial Database.

We use value-weighted return indices throughout. Table 3 presents summary
statistics for the monthly excess returns of each country. The average monthly excess
returns range from 0.08 for Germany to 1.05 for Hong Kong. The minimum and
maximum values combined with the high standard deviations reflect the high volatil-
ity in the series, with Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore being the most volatile.
Finland, Hong Kong, Netherlands, Switzerland, and United States all have Sharpe
Ratios above 0.10 with Germany having the lowest value of 0.01. A handful of coun-
tries have relatively large positive autocorrelations such as Austria (0.21) and Finland
(0.25), while United States has the smallest autocorrelation (0.03).

6.2. Model Specifications

Our noncommon breaks model, for i ∈ Nk−1, t = τk−1+1, . . . , τk and k = 1, . . . , K+1,
is specified as

yit = β0k + β1kXit−1 + γ1kf1t + γ2kf2t + eit (27)

in which yit is the return on the ith country’s aggregate stock market at time t in
excess of its risk-free rate and Xit−1 denotes the log dividend yield for the ith country
at time t. The two observed common factors at time t, the return on a global stock
market portfolio and the change in a global exchange rate index, are denoted by f1t

and f2t. Their loadings are denoted γ1k and γ2k.
The first benchmark model is a constant pooled panel model. For i = 1, . . . , N
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and t = 1, . . . , T , the model is specified as

yit = β0 + β1Xit−1 + γ1f1t + γ2f2t + eit. (28)

The second benchmark is a pooled panel model with common breaks. For i =
1, . . . , N , t = τk−1 + 1, . . . , τk and k = 1, . . . , K + 1, this model is specified as

yit = β0k + β1kXit−1 + γ1kf1t + γ2kf2t + eit. (29)

The third is a panel common breaks model with unit-specific parameters. For
i = 1, . . . , N , t = τk−1 + 1, . . . , τk and k = 1, . . . , K + 1, the model is specified as

yit = βi0k + βi1kXit−1 + γi1kf1t + γi2kf2t + eit. (30)

A time series linear regression estimated using Ordinary Least Squares applied
independently to each country in the cross-section is the fourth benchmark model.
The model specification for i = 1, . . . , N and t = 1, . . . , T is

yit = β0i + β1iXit−1 + eit. (31)

Finally, forecasts are generated using the prevailing mean in each country which
serves as a ‘no predictability’ benchmark.

6.3. Testing cross-sectional dependence

International stock returns are likely to be highly correlated across the cross-section.
To formally evaluate the degree of correlation we compute the average pairwise cor-
relation across the series and conduct the cross-sectional dependence (CD) test of
Pesaran (2004) which is well suited because it is robust to multiple breaks. Using the
full sample of data we first estimate pairwise correlations ρ̂ij of the residuals from
series i and j in which i 6= j

ρ̂ij =

T∑
t=1

eitejt(
T∑
t=1

e2
it

)1/2 (
T∑
t=1

e2
jt

)1/2 (32)

where eit is the residual that is obtained from an Ordinary Least Squares time series
regression for series i

eit = yit − β̂0i − β̂1iXit−1, t = 2, . . . , T. (33)
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The pairwise correlations are used to compute the CD test statistic which has a
standard Normal distribution

CD =
√

2T
N(N − 1)

N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

ρ̂ij

 . (34)

The computed CD statistic is equal to 126.028 conclusively rejecting the null hypothe-
sis of weak cross-sectional dependence. The mean of the absolute pairwise correlations
is 0.465 reflecting strong cross-sectional dependence in the data.

Including the two observed common factors in the regression in equation (33)
the computed CD statistic is 24.510 and the average absolute pairwise correlation is
0.086 suggesting that the common factors have removed approximately 80% of the
cross-sectional dependence. The ability of the method to detect breaks will likely be
unaffected since Smith et al. (2017) report that break detection power only diminishes
once the cross-sectional error correlations rise above 0.2.

Finally, our empirical application does not attempt to perform inference on the
parameter estimates. The ultimate test of our model is whether it can generate more
accurate forecasts than a range of benchmark models that include the consistently
estimated linear model.

6.4. Priors

In the following empirical application it is assumed a priori that a break occurs every
ten years for the break models. This is specified by setting the hyperparameters
c=240 and d=2. The error-term variance is specified through the hyperparameters a
and b which are set equal to 2. For the noncommon break model it is assumed that
each series has equal prior probability of being hit by any given break. This belief is
achieved by setting g = h = 1. Setting the hyperparameters f = 1 and e = 3 implies
that a priori each series is hit by any given break with a delay of three periods.

The key priors are motivated by economics. The prior on the slope coefficient βk
is a Gaussian distribution centered on zero because such a model corresponds to no
predictability as documented by Goyal and Welch (2008). The variance σ2

β of the
distribution controls the degree of predictability that investors believe resides in the
market. If σ2

β = 0 investors have a dogmatic belief that returns are not predictable and
thus the R2 from the predictive regression equals zero, whereas if σ2

β = ∞ investors
believe any degree of predictability is equally likely. Positive but finite values of σ2

β

imply investors are sceptical about the degree of predictability but do not altogether
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rule it out.
Wachter and Warusawitharana (2009) note that if the predictive variable has a

large variance σ2
X the prior on β will likely be lower while if the error-term variance

σ2 is high the prior on β will likely be higher. In our setting, for the kth regime it is
desirable to scale βk by σ2

X,k and σ2
k and place the prior over this ‘normalised beta’

ηk = βk
σX,k
σk

, k = 1, . . . , K + 1. (35)

The prior on ηk is
p(ηk) ∼ N(0, σ2

η), k = 1, . . . , K + 1. (36)

This is equivalent to placing the following prior on βk

p(βk) ∼ N

(
0,

σ2
η

σ2
X,k

σ2
k

)
, k = 1, . . . , K + 1 (37)

in which σ2
X,k is the empirical variance of the predictor computed across the N series

in the kth regime.
Placing the prior on this ‘normalised beta’ is appealing since it maps directly into

a prior on the R2 from the predictive regression and thus the prior degree of scepticism
surrounding the amount of predictability in the market is defined by ση. A value of
ση = 0 implies investors are dogmatic in their belief that returns are unpredictable.
As the value of ση = 0 increases investors become less sceptical about the existence of
return predictability and thus allocate more probability to positive R2 values. Figure
4 displays that when ση = 0.04 investors assign 0.075 probability to R2 values greater
than 0.005, whereas large values of ση imply that investors assign equal probabilities
to all possible R2 values.

The empirical application assumes a moderate degree of predictability defined by
setting ση = 0.04 as suggested by Wachter and Warusawitharana (2009). We also
evaluate the robustness of the results to other values of ση.

6.5. Break dynamics

Our discussion focuses on the model that generates forecasts with the dividend yield
as the predictive variable alongside an intercept.

The top window of Figure 5 displays that the noncommon breaks model places
86% of the posterior probability on four breaks occurring within the 45 year sample
period corresponding to a break occurring approximately every ten years. The break
dates (bottom window) correspond to key economic events such as the oil price shocks
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of the 1970s, the stock market crash in the early 2000s and the global financial crisis.
When the predictive variable is the dividend yield (dy), the financial crisis is the

most pervasive break with a posterior mean of 0.958 for its pervasion parameter p4

(left column of Table 4), implying that the crisis was transmitted across the world.
The posterior modes of the break indicators displayed in Figure 6 (bottom right
window) show that every country was hit by the financial crisis. Both oil price
shocks (top windows) were also very pervasive hitting all but Hong Kong, Malaysia
and Singapore resulting in posterior means of p1 and p2 equal to 0.796 and 0.828,
respectively. Ferson and Harvey (1994) report that the equity markets of these three
countries, unlike the majority of countries, are positively related to oil price changes
which might explain why they are not hit by these breaks. The least pervasive break
was in 2003 which hit the Group of Seven (G7) countries and Hong Kong, Malaysia
and Singapore.

Figure 6 displays that the U.S. is the first country to be hit by all four breaks
with other countries being hit with a 0-4 month lag. This supports the notion that
macroeconomic shocks either originate in, or first hit, the U.S. and are subsequently
transmitted to other countries fairly quickly. With a news diffusion model, Rapach
et al. (2013) report that shocks to the U.S. propagate to other countries with a delay
which gives rise to predictability of international stock returns using lagged U.S.
returns.13

The posterior means of the diffusion parameter δ for all four breaks displayed in
Table 4 imply that all shocks diffused rapidly through the economy with the second
oil price shock taking slightly longer than the others. The estimates of p and δ suggest
that there are some international frictions with shocks not transmitting to all parts
of the economy, but when transmission does take place it does so rapidly.

We now formally test whether noncommon breaks are preferred relative to com-
mon breaks. Bayes Factors of 141.77 and 282.29 provide strong and very strong evi-
dence, respectively, in favour of noncommon breaks relative to panel common break
models with pooled and unit-specific parameters. Of the two common breaks models,
the one with pooled parameters fares better.

13See Hong et al. (2007) for an application of the news diffusion model to U.S. industries.
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6.6. Group structure

A group structure that induces cross-sectional heterogeneity is inferred from the per-
vasiveness of breaks. Table 5 displays the groups. Hong Kong, Malaysia and Sin-
gapore form their own group since they are the only countries not hit by the oil
price shocks. Furthermore, the G7 countries form their own group as they are hit by
all four breaks while the remaining countries - Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
Netherlands, Spain, and Switzerland - are not hit by the break in the early 2000s.

Table 3 displays that Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore exhibit the highest
volatility of all the countries in the sample. This group is therefore characterised by
high volatility, while the second and third groups that have lower volatility are sepa-
rated by their level of income and development: the G7 countries are more developed
than the remaining seven countries.

6.7. Out-of-sample return forecasts

Using an initial estimation period of ten years, forecasts are recursively generated at
each point in the out-of-sample period using only the information available at the
time the forecast is made. We first focus on the evolution in the U.S. return forecasts
displayed in Figure 7.

The historical average (solid black line in bottom window) provides the smoothest
forecasts of all. The forecasts from the pooled panel common break model (solid black
line in middle window) span the narrowest range which results from parameters being
pooled across the entire cross-section. The remaining models are all able to gener-
ate forecasts that can span a broader range of both negative and positive forecasts,
reflecting the importance of allowing for cross-sectional heterogeneity. By the same
token, the heterogeneous panel common break model (red dashed line in middle win-
dow) and the linear time series model (red dashed line in bottom window) display
more volatility during the early part of the out-of-sample period compared with the
noncommon breaks model (top window). This indicates the benefit of exploiting in-
formation in the cross-section by pooling parameters particularly at the beginning of
the out-of-sample period when the available time-series dimension is relatively short.
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6.7.1. Evolution of return forecasts

The comparative forecasting performance of our model relative to each of the bench-
marks is measured for the ith country by the popular out-of-sample R2

i value

R2
i = 1−MSEi,NCmn/MSEi,Bmk (38)

in which MSEi,NCmn and MSEi,Bmk denote the mean squared forecast errors for the
ith country obtained from our noncommon breaks model and the given benchmark
model. Positive R2

i values indicate our method is outperforming the benchmark, while
negative values reflect underperformance. Campbell and Thompson (2008) note that
for monthly data an R2 value as small as 0.5% reflects strong outperformance.

Figure 8 displays the distribution of R2
i values across the 17 countries. Each

window corresponds to one of the five benchmark models. Relative to the time series
linear model (top left window), our model outperforms for 16 out of 17 countries with
many of the values above 0.5%. For the U.S. (marked by the thick vertical black line)
the R2 value is approximately 1%.

Equally strong outperformance is measured relative to the constant pooled panel
model (top right), the panel common breaks models with pooled and unit-specific
parameters (middle windows) and the historical average (bottom left). Across all
benchmarks, our model only underperforms for one country, frequently delivers R2

values greater than 0.5% and always outperforms for the U.S. delivering R2 values
between 0.5% and 1%.

6.7.2. Statistical significance of improved predictive accuracy

To evaluate whether any out- or under-performance of our model in forecast accuracy
is statistically significant, we first implement the mean squared error differential tests
proposed by Diebold and Mariano (1995). When comparing the predictive accuracy
of nested models, however, the t−statistic may have a nonstandard distribution.
To account for this possible nonstandard distribution, we also implement the MSE-
adjusted test statistic proposed by Clark and West (2007).

The results are displayed in Table 6. The table displays the number of countries for
which our model significantly underperforms (t < −1.64), insignificantly underper-
forms (−1.64 < t < 0), insignificantly outperforms (0 < t < 1.64), and significantly
outperforms (t > 1.64) the benchmark according to both the Diebold-Mariano (DM)
and Clark-West (CW) tests. The five panels correspond to each of the benchmark
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models. The top row of each panel presents results when predicting with the dividend
yield (dy). The † symbol denotes the bin in which the U.S. falls.

Relative to the time series linear model, our model significantly outperforms for
15 out of 17 countries including the U.S.. Our model also outperforms for another
country but the outperformance is insignificant and it never significantly underper-
forms. The statistical significance of outperformance remains strong across the other
four benchmarks with our model significantly outperforming for between 13 and 16
countries, always significantly outperforming for the U.S. and never significantly un-
derperforming.

Turning to the Clark-West statistic, the results are marginally stronger. We signif-
icantly outperform for between 14 and 16 countries, always significantly outperform
for the U.S. and never significantly underperform.

6.7.3. Consistent improvements in predictive accuracy

Up to this point, the evaluation of outperformance has been averaged across the out-
of-sample period. However, a strong forecasting model should perform well across the
majority of the out-of-sample period and not only around one or two short periods.
To evaluate whether our model out- or under-performs each of the benchmarks con-
sistently across the out-of-sample period we compute the cumulative sum of squared
error differences (CSSED) measure for countries i = 1, . . . , N

CSSEDit =
τ=t∑
τ=1

(e2
Bmk,iτ − e2

NCmn,iτ ), t = m+ 1, . . . , T (39)

in which m = 120 denotes the initial estimation period of ten years and eBmk,iτ and
eNcmn,iτ denote the forecast errors from the benchmark model and the noncommon
breaks model for the ith country at time τ .

If our model is outperforming we will see positive and rising values of the CSSED
measure while if our model is underperforming we will see negative and declining
values. Any improved performance that is focused around one or two short periods
will be reflected in large upward spikes around those periods with flat spots, which
reflect equal predictive performance of the two models, elsewhere. A gradual but
irregular upward-sloping curve suggests our model outperforms consistently across
the sample.

Figure 9 graphs the CSSED values relative to the five benchmark models. The
four windows correspond to U.S., Italy, U.K., and Germany. For the U.S. (top left
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window), our model outperforms the historical average (black solid line) consistently
through the sample with only a few short periods of underperformance. This strong
and consistent outperformance is striking given how difficult the historical average
has proven to beat out-of-sample (Goyal and Welch 2008). The outperformance is
similarly strong and consistent against the other benchmark models.

The outperformance continues to be consistent across the out-of-sample period for
Germany, Italy and U.K.. The only notable period of prolonged underperformance
is relative to the pooled panel common break model (blue dashed line) during the
mid-2000s.

6.8. Economic utility from return forecasts

Having evaluated whether the more accurate forecasts generated by the noncommon
breaks model relative to the benchmark models are statistically significant, it is impor-
tant to evaluate whether they are economically meaningful. We conduct two utility
exercises. First, for each of the 17 countries a risk averse mean-variance investor
allocates his wealth in each period between the risk-free rate and the risky asset of
that country (Goyal and Welch 2008; Campbell and Thompson 2008; Rapach et al.
2010). Using the noncommon breaks model, at time t the investor allocates a weight
to equities of the ith country in period t+ 1 equal to

wNCmn,i,t = 1
A

r̂NCmn,i,t+1

σ̂2
Stk,i,t+1

, (40)

in which σ̂2
Stk,i,t+1 is the stock variance estimated for the ith country at period t + 1

using only information available at time t. Following Campbell and Thompson (2008),
we use a rolling window of 60 monthly stock returns to estimate this variance, assume
a risk aversion coefficient of A = 3 and truncate the weight in the risky asset at 0% and
150% to prohibit short-selling and excessive leverage. Investing with the noncommon
breaks model the utility gain to the investor for the ith country is

v̂NCmn,i = µ̂NCmn,i −
Aσ̂2

NCmn,i

2 , (41)

in which µ̂NCmn,i and σ̂2
NCmn,i denote the sample mean and variance of the portfolio

constructed from the forecasts of the noncommon breaks model throughout the out-
of-sample period.

We compute the average utility for each of the benchmark models in the same
way whereby the investor allocates the following weight to equities of the ith country
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at time t
wBmk,i,t = 1

A

r̂Bmk,i,t+1

σ̂2
Stk,i,t+1

(42)

capturing an average utility of

v̂Bmk,i = µ̂Bmk,i −
Aσ̂2

Bmk,i

2 , (43)

in which µ̂Bmk,i and σ̂2
Bmk,i denote the sample mean and variance of the portfolio

constructed using the forecasts from the benchmark model.
Multiplying the difference between equations (41) and (43) by 1200 obtains the

annualised percentage certainty equivalent return (CER) for the ith country obtained
from forecasting with the noncommon breaks model relative to the benchmark. This
calculation is performed for each of the 17 countries.

Figure 10 displays the distribution of the CER values across the 17 countries
obtained from the forecasts generated from the noncommon breaks model relative to
the benchmark when using the dividend yield. Each of the five windows correspond
to a different benchmark.

The plots show that our model delivers a positive CER for at least 14 out of 17
countries across all five benchmarks. The magnitudes of the CER values are econom-
ically large for almost all countries with the U.S. having a CER value approximately
between 1.5% and 2% against each benchmark.

6.8.1. Industry allocation analysis

The second exercise evaluates the utility gain to a risk averse mean-variance investor
who recursively allocates his wealth between the (U.S.) risk free rate and a risky port-
folio which is constructed from the risky assets of the 17 countries (see e.g. Avramov
and Wermers (2006), Banegas et al. (2013) and Smith and Timmermann (2017a)).

The return on the risky portfolio in excess of the U.S. risk-free rate at time t+1 is
denoted r̃p,t+1. This excess return is equal to the sum of the aggregate stock returns
of the 17 countries multiplied by a value weight vector wt+1 minus the U.S. risk-free
rate, rf,t,US. The weight vector is determined using our noncommon breaks model
at each time t. Specifically, the weights are determined using numerical optimisation
techniques that maximise the expected utility function

E[U(r̃p,t+1 | A)] = rf,t,US + w′tr̂t+1 −
A

2 w
′
tŜtwt, (44)
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subject to the constraints that (i) the portfolio weights sum to one
N∑
i=1

wit = 1 and
(ii) there is no short selling or leverage of any country’s risky asset wit ∈ [0, 1] for
i = 1, . . . , N .

Constraining portfolio weights is similar in spirit to shrinkage techniques applied
directly to the variance-covariance matrix which has proven successful in improving
performance in mean-variance analysis (Jagannathan and Ma 2003; DeMiguel et al.
2007). For each time point at which forecasts are recursively generated, the covariance
matrix, Ŝt, is estimated using the residuals from the predictive regression using only
the data available at that time.

The realised utility at time t is computed by plugging wt back into equation (44).
This computation is conducted recursively throughout the out-of-sample period for
all the return prediction models we consider. The CER is expressed as an annualised
percentage since we multiply by 1200 the difference between the utility from the
noncommon breaks model in equation (44) and the same utility calculated from the
forecasts of the benchmark model.

Table 7 displays for every model the average allocation through time to each of
the 17 countries. The average weight allocations vary across the six models from
which forecasts are generated. For instance, the average allocation to Hong Kong is
as low as 2% under the linear time series model but nearly 20% under the noncommon
breaks model. The historical average allocates the largest amount to Germany (23%)
while the linear time series model allocates the largest average weight to the U.K.
(21%). The noncommon breaks model also allocates considerable average weights to
Malaysia (17%) and Singapore (16%).

Table 8 displays the utility gains to a mean-variance investor with moderate risk
aversion who at each period allocates his wealth between the U.S. risk-free rate and
a risky portfolio constructed from the optimized weight allocations across the risky
assets of the 17 countries. Specifically, the table reports the CER values expressed as
annualised percentages from forecasting with the noncommon breaks model relative
to the five benchmarks when the dividend yield (dy) is the predictive variable (top
row). Relative to the pooled panel model with common breaks, the CER value is
3.23% per year. Against the remaining four benchmarks, the CER value remains
above 2% which is economically significant.

The large CER values imply that a mean-variance investor with moderate risk
aversion could have derived economically meaningful utility gains from generating
forecasts in real time from the noncommon breaks model relative to each of the five
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benchmarks.

7. Extensions and robustness

This section evaluates the robustness of the results. First, results are presented for
three other popular predictors of excess stock returns: the T-bill rate, the term
spread and the price-earnings ratio. Second, we investigate the sensitivity of the
baseline results to the choice of priors by adjusting one prior hyperparameter at a
time. Finally, we suggest some possible extensions of the methodology.

7.1. Results for alternative predictors

The results presented thus far were produced from a predictive regression that in-
cluded an intercept term and lagged country-level dividend yields as the predictive
variable. We now present results when forecasting with other predictors that have
been proposed by the literature on stock return predictability. Specifically, we present
results when the predictor is either the T-bill rate, term spread or price-earnings ra-
tio.14 Consistent outperformance across these other predictors will instill confidence
in the broad applicability of the method.

We generate forecasts recursively in the same manner as before using an initial
estimation period of ten years. To save space we present less detailed results than for
the dividend yield. First, the noncommon breaks model detects four breaks in the
sample period when using each of the three alternative predictive variables. Across
these three additional predictors we find extensive evidence of breaks being nonper-
vasive and diffuse (Table 4).

The improvement in predictive accuracy delivered by the noncommon breaks
model continues to hold when forecasting with the T-bill rate (tbl), term spread
(tms) or the price-earnings ratio (pe). Table 6 displays the number of countries
for which our method significantly underperforms, insignificantly underperforms, in-
significantly outperforms, or significantly outperforms. Across all five benchmarks,
the noncommon breaks model generates significantly more accurate forecasts for the
majority of countries using either the Diebold-Mariano or Clark-West test. Our model
only significantly underperforms once when the price-earnings ratio is the predictive
variable.

14Recall from Section 6.1 that due to data availability constraints we only have 13 and 15 countries
when forecasting with the price-earnings ratio and term spread.
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The significantly more accurate forecasts also translate into economic utility gains
for a mean-variance investor with moderate risk aversion. Table 8 displays the CER
values relative to each of the five benchmarks when forecasting with the alternative
predictors. Forecasting with the noncommon breaks model continues to generate
annualised utility gains in the region of 2-3% relative to each benchmark and across
all predictors.

The results for these three additional predictors are in line with the more detailed
analysis for the dividend yield suggesting our findings are not driven by the choice of
predictor.

7.2. Sensitivity of results to choice of priors

We now explore the sensitivity of the baseline results generated with the dividend yield
as the predictive variable to the choice of prior by adjusting one hyperparameter at
a time. Table 9 displays the results when we substitute the hyperparameter value
reported in the table for its original value while allowing all remaining hyperparameter
values to be unchanged from their values detailed in Section 6.4.

Changing our prior expected regime duration from 20 to 10 years (c = 120) leads
to five breaks being detected. This prior adjustment does not affect the ability of the
noncommon breaks model to generate significantly more accurate forecasts than the
five benchmarks for the majority of the 17 countries. Setting the prior expected delay
with which series are hit by breaks to five periods (e = 5) and increasing the prior
probability of series being hit by each break to 90% (g = 10) does not affect the fore-
casting performance of the noncommon breaks model. Finally, the outperformance is
robust to changes in the prior volatility (controlled by b) and the degree of scepticism
regarding how much predictability exists in the market (controlled by σ2

η).

7.3. Partial break models

The current framework assumes that all parameters, the intercept, slope coefficients
and error-term variance, follow the same breakpoint process. In practice, such an
assumption may be too restrictive. Peluso et al. (2016) (see also Bai and Perron
(1998)) explain how to specify multiple breakpoint processes that separately affect
different regression parameters. For instance, we may specify one breakpoint process
that affects the slope coefficient and thus controls how return predictability varies
through time and another that controls how the volatility varies through time. This
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is particularly appealing if there are economic reasons to suggest that different break-
point processes control return predictability and volatility. For example, one may
specify a break process driven by financial crises that drives shifts in volatility while
it may be changes in monetary policy that drive shifts in return predictability. A full
exposition of such a model is beyond the scope of this paper.

7.4. Fixed effects

We can further include in the model additive individual fixed effects that do not vary
through time. Bonhomme and Manresa (2015) report that such a model requires
time-variation in the covariates Xit. If lagged dependent variables are incorporated
into the panel regression the inclusion of individual fixed effects will give rise to the
well documented Nickell (1981) bias. If one is only interested in forecasting this may
be unproblematic but if inference on the parameter estimates is being performed one
would need to implement an estimation procedure, such as instrumental variables, to
obtain consistent parameter estimates.

8. Conclusion

This article develops a new Bayesian approach to estimate noncommon structural
breaks in panel regression models. Breaks can hit any subset of series in the cross-
section at different times within a break window. Parameters are pooled across the
cross-section to reduce parameter estimation error but nonpervasive breaks lead to
series being in different regimes at a given time thus introducing cross-sectional het-
erogeneity. We develop a formal test of noncommon breaks and whether any non-
commonality is driven primarily through the pervasion or diffusion channel. Which
breaks drive noncommonality is revealed by the pervasion and diffusion parameters
that are learned from the cross-section.

In an empirical application that recursively generates out-of-sample forecasts of
monthly excess stock returns for 17 countries using their corresponding lagged country-
level dividend yields for the sample period 1983 through 2017, we detect four breaks
at 1975, 1979, 2002, and 2008. There is evidence of noncommonality through both
nonpervasion and diffusion across all four of these breaks. The U.S. is hit first by
each break supporting the evidence of Rapach et al. (2013) provided through a news
diffusion model that large macroeconomic shocks either originate in, or first hit, the
U.S. and subsequently propagate to other countries causing U.S. returns to be a
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stronger predictor of the returns of other countries than their own lagged dividend
yields. The noncommon breaks model generates more accurate forecasts relative to
a range of popular benchmark models including, among others, the panel common
break models with either pooled or unit-specific parameters and the historical aver-
age. The improved predictive accuracy is consistent across the out-of-sample period
and is both statistically significant and economically meaningful.

The practical value of the method derives from its many economic applications.
The methodology could be readily applied to estimation of news diffusion models that
give rise to lead-lag predictability (Hong et al. 2007), analysing the pace of diffusion
of technological innovations through the economy (Kapur 1995), the propagation
of macroeconomic shocks or recessions across countries or regions (Hamilton and
Owyang 2012), and revealing more closely the true nature of ‘pockets’ of return
predictability (Farmer et al. 2018). The diffusion of shocks becomes more relevant the
higher the frequency of data being studied and this is of particular interest given the
recent surge in the analysis of high frequency data particularly in financial markets.
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Appendix A: marginalizing β and σ2 from the posterior
This Appendix shows how we marginalize the regression parameters β and σ2

from the posterior and therefore how (14) is derived from (13). If we simply rewrite
(13) and multiply and divide it by 2π−κ/2 | Σk |−1/2 (σ2

k)−κ/2 we can first marginalize
β using (15)

p(σ2 | y,X, τ ) =
∫
p(σ2,β | y,X, τ )dβ

=
(
K+1∏
k=1

2π−(�κ+lNk−1 )/2(σ2
k)
−(a+1+��κ/2+lNk−1/2) ba

Γ(a) | Vβ |
−1/2| Σk |1/2����

���2πκ/2(σ2
k)κ/2

)

× exp

−K+1∑
k=1

1
2σ2

k

2b+ µ′kΣ−1
k µk +

Nk−1∑
i=1

τki∑
t=τki−1+1

y2
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(((∫ K+1∏
k=1

2π−κ/2(σ2
k)−κ/2 | Σk |−1/2 exp

[
K+1∑
k=1

−1
2σ2

k

(βk − µk)′Σ−1
k (βk − µk)

]
dβk

(A.1)

whereby the final term cancels since the full conditional distribution of βk is Gaussian
with mean vector µk and covariance matrix Σkσ

2
k and hence its integral equals one.

We further marginalize σ2 by rearranging terms in (A.1) and multiplying and
dividing by Γ(ãk)/b̃ãk

k

p(y |X, τ ) =
∫
p(σ2 | y,X, τ )dσ2 =

(
K+1∏
k=1

2π−lNk−1/2
ba

Γ(a) | Vβ |
−1/2| Σk |1/2

Γ(ãk)
b̃ãk
k

)

×
((((

((((
(((

((((
(((

((((
((∫ (

K+1∏
k=1

b̃ãk
k

Γ(ãk)
(σ2

k)−(ãk+1)
)
exp

[
−

K+1∑
k=1

b̃k
σ2
k

]
dσ2

k (A.2)

whereby the canceling arises because the full conditional distribution of σ2
k is an

inverse gamma with parameters ãk and b̃k and thus its integral equals one.
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Table 1: Simulation study

Series 1 Series N
Parameter Regime/Break number

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Noncommon breaks

β 0.973 2.509 2.584 5.029 0.973 2.509 2.584 2.584
(0.039) (0.045) (0.091) (0.159) (0.039) (0.045) (0.091) (0.091)

σ 0.987 1.003 2.472 2.408 0.987 1.003 2.472 2.42
(0.031) (0.031) (0.067) (0.097) (0.031) (0.031) (0.067) (0.067)

p 0.917 0.913 0.584
(0.078) (0.079) (0.142)

Common breaks (pooled)

β 0.972 2.501 2.501 3.843 0.972 2.501 2.501 3.843
(0.049) (0.048) (0.121) (0.126) (0.049) (0.048) (0.121) (0.126)

σ 0.989 1.011 2.468 2.668 0.989 1.011 2.468 2.668
(0.034) (0.066) (0.081) (0.085) (0.034) (0.066) (0.081) (0.085)

Common breaks (unit-specific)

β 0.935 2.436 3.266 3.266 0.747 2.234 2.404 2.404
(0.172) (0.164) (0.254) (0.254) (0.225) (0.142) (0.250) (0.250)

σ 1.161 1.079 2.421 2.421 1.123 1.116 2.529 2.529
(0.117) (0.138) (0.174) (0.174) (0.112) (0.149) (0.180) (0.180)

Simulated values

β 1 2.5 2.5 4.75 1 2.5 2.5 2.5
σ 1 1 2.5 2.5 1 1 2.5 2.5
p 1 1 0.6

Table 1: Simulation study. This table displays the results from estimating the noncommon
breaks model developed in this article along with the common breaks models with pooled and
unit-specific parameters, respectively, using the hyperparameters and simulated data detailed
in Section 5.1 with a cross-section dimension N = 10. Estimated posterior means are reported
along with standard deviations in brackets below. The true parameter values are presented in
the bottom panel. The left panel displays estimates for series 1 which is hit by all three breaks
while the right panel displays results for series N which is only hit by the first two breaks.

Table 2: Root mean squared error of estimated break dates

Model Break number
1 2 3

Common (pooled) 0 2 31.686
Common (unit-specific) 0 2 37.202

Noncommon 0.447 1.897 0.894
Table 2: Root mean squared error of break estimates. This table displays the average
across the N = 10 series of the root mean square error of each of the three breaks estimated
from the common break models with pooled and unit-specific parameters, respectively, and the
noncommon breaks model.
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Table 3: Summary statistics

Country Mean St. dev. Min. Max. Autocorrelation SR
Austria 0.11 5.71 -28.30 27.09 0.21 0.02
Belgium 0.42 4.79 -31.77 23.55 0.14 0.09
Canada 0.34 4.54 -23.18 16.01 0.10 0.07

Denmark 0.41 4.94 -18.92 18.52 0.14 0.08
Finland 0.72 6.60 -27.28 32.21 0.25 0.11
France 0.51 5.71 -22.51 22.39 0.10 0.09

Germany 0.08 5.29 -24.32 19.57 0.08 0.01
Hong Kong 1.05 9.19 -43.88 67.06 0.06 0.11

Italy 0.28 6.75 -20.64 28.61 0.08 0.04
Japan 0.31 5.08 -21.72 17.53 0.11 0.06

Malaysia 0.61 7.76 -34.99 35.89 0.11 0.08
Netherlands 0.65 5.12 -22.76 21.99 0.07 0.13
Singapore 0.51 7.34 -42.11 47.10 0.09 0.07

Spain 0.33 6.01 -26.11 26.15 0.14 0.06
Switzerland 0.48 4.51 -24.94 22.16 0.13 0.11

United Kingdom 0.48 5.54 -27.29 53.22 0.11 0.09
United States 0.53 4.39 -21.97 16.13 0.03 0.12

World 0.45 4.28 -19.37 14.17 0.09 0.11
Table 3: Summary statistics. This table displays summary statistics for monthly excess
returns in percent for each of the countries included in our sample and for a worldwide series.
The excess return is the return on a broad market index minus the three-month Treasury-bill
rate. The Sharpe Ratio (SR) is computed as the mean excess return divided by its standard
deviation (St. dev.). All data are sourced from the Global Financial Database.

Table 4: Break dynamics

dy tbl tms pe
Break number p δ p δ p δ p δ

1 0.796 1.958 0.682 2.026 0.663 1.841 0.703 1.924
(0.095) (0.699) (0.110) (0.707) (0.084) (0.644) (0.123) (0.746)

2 0.828 3.761 0.873 2.981 0.779 3.560 0.682 2.870
(0.111) (0.938) (0.157) (0.840) (0.135) (0.884) (0.122) (0.781)

3 0.524 1.977 0.691 1.587 0.611 2.314 0.544 1.855
(0.142) (0.799) (0.092) (0.649) (0.188) (0.509) (0.151) (0.758)

4 0.958 2.296 0.907 2.100 0.898 2.203 0.888 2.470
(0.064) (1.291) (0.095) (1.190) (0.062) (1.111) (0.050) (1.291)

Table 4: Break dynamics. This table displays the posterior mean and standard deviation
(in brackets below) of the pervasion parameter p and the diffusion parameters δ for each of the
breaks detected by the predictive regression of country-level excess stock returns on an intercept
and a lagged predictive variable with noncommon breaks. All parameters are pooled. The
predictive variables include the dividend yield (dy), the Treasury-bill rate (tbl), the term spread
(tms), and the price-earnings ratio (pe).
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Table 5: Group structure

Group Countries
1 Hong Kong Malaysia Singapore
2 Canada France Germany Italy Japan U.K. U.S.
3 Austria Belgium Denmark Finland Netherlands Spain Switzerland

Table 5: Group structure. This table displays the countries that belong to each group that
is inferred from the pervasiveness of breaks estimated by the noncommon breaks model when
regressing country-level excess stock returns on an intercept and their corresponding dividend
yields using the full sample. Regression coefficients are pooled (and thus identical) across all
countries within, but differ between, regime-specific groups.

Table 6: Statistical significance from pairwise MSE comparisons of forecasts from the model with
noncommon breaks versus forecasts from a range of benchmarks

Predictor DM CW
t <-1.64 -1.64< t <0 0< t <1.64 t >1.64 t <-1.64 -1.64< t <0 0< t <1.64 t >1.64

Time series linear model

dy 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†
tbl 0 2 1 14† 0 2 1 14†
tms 0 1 1 13† 0 1 0 14†
pe 1 0 2 10† 1 0 1 11†

Historical average

dy 0 2 2 13† 0 2 1 14†
tbl 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†
tms 0 1 1 13† 0 1 0 14†
pe 1 0 2 10† 1 0 1 11†

Pooled constant panel model

dy 0 0 3 14† 0 0 2 15†
tbl 0 1 1 15† 0 1 0 16†
tms 0 1 1 13† 0 1 1 13†
pe 1 0 0 12† 1 0 0 12†

Pooled panel common break model

dy 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†
tbl 0 1 2 14† 0 1 2 14†
tms 0 1 1 13† 0 1 1 13†
pe 0 1 1 11† 0 1 1 11†

Heterogeneous panel common break model

dy 0 0 1 16† 0 0 1 16†
tbl 0 1 2 14† 0 1 1 15†
tms 0 1 1 13† 0 1 0 14†
pe 1 0 1 11† 1 0 0 12†

Table 6: Statistical significance of pairwise forecast comparisons. This table evaluates
the statistical significance of the improved forecasting power of the model that allows for non-
common breaks relative to a range of benchmarks. The benchmark models include the historical
average, the linear time series model, the panel common break models with pooled and unit-
specific parameters, and the constant pooled panel model. Aside from the historical average,
each model includes an intercept and a single predictor. The predictor is either the dividend
yield (dy), T-bill rate (tbl), term spread (tms), or price-earnings ratio (pe). Significance is
evaluated using the Diebold-Mariano (DM) and Clark-West (CW) tests. For each procedure
the table displays the number of countries for which our method produces significantly worse,
insignificantly worse, insignificantly better, and significantly better forecasts at the 5% level. †
indicates the bin in which lies the t-statistic for the U.S.. All results assume a ten-year warm-
up estimation window with out-of-sample forecasts generated recursively for the sample period
January 1983 through November 2017.
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Table 7: Country allocation

Country Hist avg OLS No Brk Pbrk Pbrk (hetero) Noncommon
Austria 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.01
Belgium 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01
Canada 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.11

Denmark 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00
Finland 0.16 0.12 0.22 0.06 0.17 0.04
France 0.08 0.05 0.11 0.09 0.06 0.08

Germany 0.23 0.19 0.20 0.13 0.09 0.05
Hong Kong 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.12 0.10 0.18

Italy 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.03
Japan 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.10 0.03 0.06

Malaysia 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.12 0.17
Netherlands 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.00
Singapore 0.04 0.12 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.16

Spain 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.00
Switzerland 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00

U.K. 0.17 0.21 0.13 0.16 0.01 0.01
U.S. 0.12 0.06 0.13 0.09 0.05 0.08

Table 7: Allocations between countries. This table reports the average weight of the risky
portfolio allocated to the risky asset (aggregate stock market) of each of the 17 countries across
the out-of-sample period when forecasting with the competing models using the dividend yield
as the predictive variable. ‘Hist avg’ denotes the country prevailing mean, ‘OLS’ denotes the
time series linear model, ‘No brk’ denotes the pooled panel model without breaks, ‘Pbrk’ denotes
the pooled panel common break model, ‘Pbrk (hetero)’ denotes the heterogeneous panel model
with common breaks, and ‘Noncommon’ denotes the panel model with noncommon breaks.

Table 8: Utility gains

Predictor Hist avg OLS No Brk Pbrk Pbrk (hetero)
dy 2.46 2.62 2.01 3.23 2.03
tbl 1.98 3.20 2.54 2.88 3.24
tms 2.41 1.89 2.85 2.46 2.59
pe 1.90 1.95 3.09 2.68 2.08

Table 8: Utility gains. This table reports the out-of-sample utility gain for a mean-variance
investor with a risk aversion coefficient of three who at each period allocates his wealth between
a risk-free asset (the U.S. T-bill) and an optimal risky portfolio that is constructed from the
risky assets of the 17 countries. We report the utility gain measured relative to each of the five
benchmark models, namely, the prevailing mean (hist avg), the linear time series model (OLS),
the pooled panel model with no breaks (No Brk), and the panel models with common breaks and
either pooled (Pbrk) or unit-specific (Pbrk (hetero)) parameters. The utility gain is computed
across the out-of-sample period. Results are presented for the four predictors we consider: the
dividend yield (dy), the T-bill rate (tbl), the term spread (tms), and the price-earnings ratio
(pe).
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Table 9: Sensitivity of forecasting performance to choice of priors

Hyp. value K DM CW
t <-1.64 -1.64< t <0 0< t <1.64 t >1.64 t <-1.64 -1.64< t <0 0< t <1.64 t >1.64

Time series linear model

c=120 5 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†
e=5 4 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†

g=10 4 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†
b = 6 4 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†

σ2
η = 0.01 4 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†
σ2
η = 1 4 0 1 2 14† 0 1 2 14†

Historical average

c=120 0 2 2 13† 0 2 1 14†
e=5 0 2 2 13† 0 2 2 13†
g=10 0 2 2 13† 0 2 1 14†
b = 6 0 2 2 13† 0 2 1 14†

σ2
η = 0.01 0 2 1 14† 0 2 0 15†
σ2
η = 1 0 2 2 13† 0 2 2 13†

Pooled constant panel model

c=120 0 1 3 13† 0 1 2 14†
e=5 0 0 3 14† 0 0 3 14†
g=10 0 0 3 14† 0 0 2 15†
b = 6 0 0 3 14† 0 0 2 15†

σ2
η = 0.01 0 0 3 14† 0 0 2 15†
σ2
η = 1 0 0 3 14† 0 0 3 14†

Pooled panel common break model

c=120 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†
e=5 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†

g=10 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†
b = 6 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†

σ2
η = 0.01 0 1 2 14† 0 1 2 14†
σ2
η = 1 0 1 1† 15 0 1 1† 15

Heterogeneous panel common break model

c=120 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†
e=5 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†

g=10 0 0 2 15† 0 0 1 16†
b = 6 0 1 1 15† 0 1 1 15†

σ2
η = 0.01 0 0 2 15† 0 0 1 16†
σ2
η = 1 0 1 2 14† 0 1 1 15†

Table 9: Sensitivity of forecasting results to priors. This table reports results from
forecasting country-level excess stock returns using the model with noncommon breaks relative
to the benchmark models that include the historical average, the linear time series model, the
panel common break models with pooled and unit-specific parameters, and the pooled panel
model with no breaks. Aside from the historical average, each model includes an intercept
and the dividend yield as the predictive variable. Adjusting one hyperparameter at a time we
substitute the value in the table for its value in Section 6.4. The remaining hyperparameters are
unchanged. The five panels display the statistical significance of whether our model produces
more or less accurate forecasts relative to the five benchmarks. Significance is evaluated using the
Diebold-Mariano (DM) and Clark-West tests (CW). The table displays the number of countries
for which our method produces significantly worse, insignificantly worse, insignificantly better,
and significantly better forecasts at the 5% level. † indicates the bin in which falls the U.S.. The
first column displays the estimated posterior mode of the number of breaks K from the model
with noncommon breaks using the full sample.
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Figure 1: The top left window displays the first break. The blue crosses (red triangles) mark the posterior mode
estimate of the first break for each country from the pooled panel model with common (noncommon) breaks that
regresses excess stock returns on an intercept and lagged dividend yields. The bottom window graphs the path of the
slope coefficient. The blue line graphs the path for all countries from the common breaks model. Estimates from the
noncommon breaks model are represented by the black line for Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore, and the red line
for the 14 remaining countries.
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Figure 2: The left panel of this figure displays the true break dates (blue circles) and the estimated posterior mode
of whether each series is hit (Indicator = 1) by the third break when the cross-sectional dimension is N = 10. The
top left window displays break estimates from the common break panel with pooled (red triangles) and unit-specific
(green crosses) coefficients. The bottom left window displays break estimates from the noncommon break model
(black crosses). The top right window graphs the evolution of the estimated slope coefficient from the noncommon
breaks model (black dashed line), the common break panel model with unit-specific (green dotted line) and pooled
(red dotted line) coefficients, and the true path (blue solid line) for those series hit by the third break i ∈ N3. The
bottom right window graphs the slopes for series not hit by the third break i /∈ N3.
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Figure 3: This figure displays the estimated posterior distribution of the pervasion parameter p
when the cross-section dimension is N = 10 (left panel) and N = 50 (right panel), respectively for
the three breaks. The vertical red lines mark the top and bottom 2.5% of the distribution.
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Figure 4: This Figure displays, for varying amounts of scepticism surrounding the degree of pre-
dictability prevalent in the market, the prior probability that the R-squared value from a predictive
regression falls below a certain value j that ranges from 0 to 0.01. A zero value of ση suggests
investors have a dogmatic belief that returns are unpredictable, an infinite value of ση = 0 suggest
investors believe any degree of return predictability is equally likely and positive but finite values of
ση suggests investors are sceptical about the existence of return predictability but do not altogether
rule it out.
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(b) Posterior break locations

Figure 5: This figure displays the posterior model probabilities (top window) and posterior break locations (bottom
window) estimated from the pooled panel predictive regression with noncommon breaks when regressing country-level
excess stock returns on an intercept and country-level lagged dividend yields.
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Figure 6: This figure displays the posterior modes of each of the breaks estimated from the predictive panel regression
model with noncommon breaks using country-level dividend yields as the predictive variable. The red triangles mark
the time at which each country is hit by the break in question while no red triangle implies the corresponding country
is not hit. The top left, top right, bottom left, and bottom right windows correspond to the first oil price shock,
second oil price shock, bursting of the dotcom bubble, and the global financial crisis.
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(b) Panel break models
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(c) Time series models

Figure 7: This figure graphs the forecasts of U.S. excess stock returns generated from the model with noncommon breaks (top

panel). The middle panel displays forecasts generated from the models with common breaks and either pooled (black solid line) or

unit-specific parameters (red dashed line). The bottom panel displays the forecasts generated from the linear time series model (red

dashed line) and the historical average (black solid line). Aside from the historical average, each model generates forecasts using the

dividend yield as the predictive variable alongside an intercept.
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(d) Heterogeneous Panel Breaks
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Figure 8: This figure displays the R2
OoS values obtained from comparing the forecasting performance

of the model that allows for noncommon breaks with the benchmark model labeled in the subcaption
for each of the seventeen countries (the U.S. is marked by the black vertical line). Except for the
historical average, all models include an intercept and the dividend yield as the predictive variable.
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(a) U.S.
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(b) Italy
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(c) U.K.
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(d) Germany

Figure 9: This figure graphs the cumulative difference in the sum of squared forecast errors for
U.S., Italy, U.K., and Germany obtained from the noncommon breaks model relative to each of the
benchmarks. The competing models are the historical average, the time series linear model, the
panel models with common breaks and pooled or unit-specific parameters, and the pooled panel
model with no breaks. Except for the historical average, all models include an intercept and the
dividend yield as the predictive variable.
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(a) Time series linear model
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(c) Pooled Panel Breaks
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(d) Heterogeneous Panel Breaks
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Figure 10: This Figure displays the out-of-sample utility gain to a mean-variance investor with a
risk aversion coefficient of three who at each period allocates his wealth between the risky asset and
the risk-free rate of the given country. Utility gains are reported as annualised percentages obtained
when comparing the forecasting performance of the noncommon breaks model with the benchmark
model labeled in the subcaption for each of the 17 countries (the U.S. is marked by the black vertical
line). Except for the historical average, all models include an intercept and the dividend yield as
the predictive variable.
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